
Patient Portal Solution Suite
Overview

HealthCare Anytime’s patient engagement solutions give healthcare organizations 

the ability to help patients achieve meaningful engagement in their own healthcare 

by providing the tools that enable interactive participation. We deliver robust patient 

engagement solutions through our enterprise patient portal built on industry standards 

and innovative technologies. By enabling patients to serve themselves online, we create 

a virtual office for your organization – one that is secure, efficient, and always open.

Patient Health Record (PHR)

Our patient health record (PHR) enhances patient engagement in their 

healthcare by providing patients with online access to their health 

information. Patients will see a single online health record that can be 

aggregated from disparate electronic medical record (EMR) systems. Patients can also 

download and transmit their health information to third parties. 

Secure Messaging

Our secure messaging solution allows your organization to exchange email-like 

communications with patients in a safe, secure, and HIPAA compliant manner. 

Patients can ask questions regarding billing, registration, or pertaining to their 

health information.  Our solution efficiently routes questions to the appropriate staff 

members based on a configuration selected by your organization.

Appointment Requests

Our appointment request solution allows patients to request an appointment 

without having to pick up the telephone. Your patients will appreciate the 

convenience and privacy of online appointment requests.  Your staff will 

appreciate being able to handle multiple appointment requests at the same time – 

when it is convenient and efficient for them to do so. 
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Prescription Renewals

Our prescription renewal solution helps your organization effectively handle 

prescription renewal requests. Your staff will appreciate the efficiency and 

convenience of handling groups of prescription renewal requests together 

instead of scattered throughout the day. The customizable forms ensure that your 

staff has the information it needs to process renewal requests, reducing time and 

redundancies.

Pre-Registration

Our pre-registration solution allows patients to complete registration forms 

online before they arrive at your facility. Our form design easily guides patients 

through to completion as well as saves patients from needing to retype the 

same data in multiple sections. Your organization will be able to confirm insurance 

eligibility in advance, and benefit from the reduced patient registration backlog, which 

will enhance workflow and help maintain schedules. 

Self-Pay Collection Suite

Our self-pay collection suite includes both patient and staff-side functionality 

to improve cash flow and reduce bad debt. Our online bill pay module allows 

patients to view and pay medical bills online with a credit card, debit card or 

an e-check. Our one-time payment and recurring payment plan modules allow staff to 

process either one-time payments or set up recurring payments without the need for 

a card swipe device. These solutions automatically process payments and post back to 

your patient accounting system. 
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